INTRODUCTION
T he successful treatment of cerebral vascular diseases is primarily based on the early and reliable detection of perfusion-reduced brain areas. Normally, brain perfusion is represented using various section diagram methods.
In clinical use, the magnetic resonance tomography has become a reliable method, especially because of its perfusion and diffusion imaging modes. Because of the low spatial resolution and the demanding technical prerequisites, perfusion computed tomography and single-photon emission computed tomography are becoming less relevant. A new diagnostic process for perfusion imaging of the human brain using ultrasound has been developed. 1, 2 The diagnostic process is easy to use as a bedside method. It can be carried out repeatedly and provides reliable diagnoses, even for critical patients.
3Y5
The diagnostic imaging of the brain perfusion using ultrasound is mainly based on the application of ultrasound contrast agents (UCA) containing gas-filled micro-bubbles in a watery suspension. The properties of these micro-bubbles represent the main requirement for harmonic imaging (HI).
6Y8
When the UCA is exposed to resonance oscillation, it emits harmonic waves of a stimulating ultrasound frequency. Using this method, a representation of the cerebral tissue can be obtained, which in turn can be used for the analysis of brain perfusion.
9Y14
Factors that reduce the quality of HI brain images are, for example, penetration depth, thickness of the cranial vault, blood flux speed, noise, and artifacts. Penetration depth can be increased by lowering the frequency at the expense of spatial resolution. A frequency of 1.8 MHz allows a penetration depth of approximately 10 cm, i.e., one brain hemisphere. 1, 15 Ultrasound imaging is heavily affected by noise. Especially speckle noise makes it necessary to employ noise reduction methods. Speckle noise occurs when sound waves interfere. At that moment, interfering waves can appear as a single signal with high amplitude. Several methods to reduce speckle noise have been developed. A fast and robust method is a nonlinear median filter. 15, 16 Another problem of ultrasound brain imaging is the appearance of stripe shadowing effects called stripe artifacts. The most common type of stripe artifacts is the border artifact that appears at the margin of the ultrasound cone. The most problematic stripe artifacts are the ones that pass through the ultrasound cone. It might happen that this artifacts shade perfusion-reduced brain tissue.
17,18 Figure 1 shows a parametric image of a particular brain area with two border artifacts and a thin stripe artifact that runs through the perfusion defect.
It is difficult to discriminate perfusion-reduced brain areas from artifact areas because both share similar features.
19, 20 An automatic detection of stripe artifacts helps inexperienced physicians to distinguish between cerebral regions with reduced brain perfusion and artifacts, allowing a more definite statement about possible cerebral perfusion diseases.
Especially, the automatic detection of perfusion-reduced brain tissue fails if stripe artifacts are not entirely detected. This failure is mainly caused by the accumulated appearance of stripe artifacts. The correct and valid detection of stripe artifacts makes such automatic systems for computer-aided diagnosis possible.
HARMONIC IMAGING
There are two different principles of UCA application for the representation of brain perfusion. Bolus harmonic imaging (BHI) employs bolus injection; the other technique is based on continuous UCA supply. 17, 21, 22 In both methods, stripe artifacts occur.
The bolus method aims at detecting the bolus kinetic, i.e., the wash-in and wash-out process of UCA in the brain tissue. A BHI sequence consists of 20 to 40 images acquired at a frame rate of 2/3 Hz, showing the bolus kinetics of the UCA and reaching the brain tissue in about 10 s. 23 With increasing UCA concentration, the sensitivity of the perfused tissue increases rapidly to ultrasound signal, reaches its peak, and declines afterward (Fig 2) .
24Y26
In the continuous supply method, a UCA steady state is reached in the brain tissue in which the diminution and replenishment kinetics can be examined. Diminution harmonic imaging (DHI) also makes use of the fact that ultrasound can destroy the gas-filled micro-bubbles of the contrast agent. By using high-intensity ultrasound pulses, micro-bubbles are destroyed. Bursting micro-bubbles emit ultrasound corresponding to the original concentration. The concentration curve combined with a UCA flow model permits calculation of the perfusion. 10, 11, 27 Replenishment harmonic imaging (RHI) examines the duration of the refill process of the UCA in the brain tissue after destroying it. This method is very time-consuming, especially because measuring the concentration of the UCA destroys the micro-bubbles. A single measurement, thus, requires an intermediate steady state to avoid falsified sampling values of the timeYintensity curve. 23 A parameter commonly used in, e.g., BHI is the maximal intensity LPI p ð Þ (LPI, local peak intensity) at a pixel x; y ð Þ ¼ p from the image sequence. TTP p ð Þ (TTP, time to peak) refers to the amount of time required to reach the maximal intensity.
The obtained values result in two parameter images ( Fig. 3a and b) , allowing identification of regions with reduced brain perfusion. 23, 25, 26 Both parameters are calculated for every pixel from all recorded images as follows:
With t 0 p ð Þ referring to the time of the first significant intensity increase in the brain tissue as illustrated in Figure 1 . Analyzing these two parameter images allows diagnoses of acute ischemic stroke. 25 In areas of reduced perfusion, the signal intensity decreases and it takes longer until the respective peak intensity is reached. Multiple studies demonstrated the correlation between parameters LPI and TTP and reduced perfusion. 23, 25, 26 Further parameters can be extracted from the image sequences; 8, 26 however, these do not seem to improve detection of perfusion-reduced The cranial vault is formed by the frontal, parietal, and occipital bones. For an optimal signal echo, the ultrasound probe must be placed between vault and temporal bone. b The ultrasound scan between the cranial bones yields to a horizontal image of the brain tissue. The image quality is influenced by bone anomalies or by a too-small window of the bone segments. 23 Fig 2. TimeYintensity model curve with local peak intensity (LPI) and time to peak (TTP) parameters illustrated. The LPI value is the maximum of the signal intensity through time. The TTP value represents the amount of time from the beginning of contrast enhancement to the time reaching the peak.
brain tissue. 26 In Kier et al., 26 it was shown that a criterion for reduced perfusion is the reduction of the signal intensity to 33% of the maximal signal intensity. Another criterion is an increased TTP value. In Kier et al., 26 4 s are given as a significant TTP value. Requiring both criteria to be met in each pixel yields binary images giving an indication of reduced perfusion.
ARTIFACT DETECTION
To use ultrasound on cerebral tissue, the ultrasound probe has to be aligned between cranial vault and temporal bone so that the ultrasound beam passes through the thinnest part of the bones called temporal window ( Fig. 3a and  b) . Bone segments and differences in thickness can obstruct and reflect ultrasound waves and, thus, prevent the ultrasound from reaching the brain tissue behind the cranial bones. This effect results in a striped diminution of the ultrasound cone along the direction of the beam propagation referred to as stripe artifacts (Fig. 1) .
These stripe artifacts possess features characteristic of perfusion-reduced brain tissue: LPI is decreased, and significance of the TTP value is reduced. This makes it difficult to arrive at definite conclusions about perfusion in areas affected by stripe artifacts. However, if these areas are excluded, definite statements for the remaining areas are possible.
Stripe artifacts show a characteristic shape. Because of physical conditions, a stripe artifact extends along the complete cone of the ultrasound beam. If a stripe artifact is interrupted, it can only be caused by noise, vibrations, and other errors. Usually, stripe artifacts are rather slim. If the number of artifacts increases, the diagnostic relevance will decrease rapidly.
For the automated detection of stripe artifacts, our method proceeds by looks at the shape of the perfusion-reduced areas. If the area is line-shaped and aligned along the ultrasound cone, it is considered to be a stripe artifact.
Some stripe artifacts are not narrow. To detect such artifacts, which may also be fragmented by noise or other distortions, the ultrasound cone is divided into uniform sectors. Each sector is analyzed for stripe artifacts individually. Because these sectors are often narrow, a stripe artifact will mostly fill it only partially. Thus, a segmented stripe artifact must have a high eccentricity. A wide stripe artifact must have a high eccentricity in each of its sectors. The characteristic shape of a stripe artifact allows us to use eccentricity for identification, as it responds to line-shaped objects. Moments can represent the shape of an object and are defined for binary images as
with x ¼ x 1 ; x 2 ð Þ as the center of gravity of the object.
28,29 The zero-grade moment m 0,0 is the total mass of the object. Eccentricity is calculated from the second-grade moments (m 0,2 , m 2,0 , m 1,1 ) as
and returns a value between 0 for round and 1 for line-shaped objects. 31 Figure 4 shows how the eccentricity can be interpreted. It is a measure for an ellipse eccentricity that has been fitted to an irregular object. For the detection of stripe artifacts, the images are preprocessed with a median filter of radius 5 to minimize effects of speckle noise. Then, the image sequence is examined applying rules 1 and 2 mentioned in BHarmonic Imaging,^which results in two binary images LPI and TTP and gives the local peak intensity and time to peak for every pixel.
Let m be the maximum gray value in the LPI image. The image BIN LPI results in comparing each pixel of LPI with 1/3m resulting in a binary value:
Fig 5. a The LPI image represents the maximum signal intensity for each pixel. The brighter the pixel, the higher is the signal intensity. b The TTP image represents the time until the peak in each pixel is reached. The brighter the pixel, the longer the time until the coordinate reaches the peak. c Binary peak intensity image after applying the 1/3-rule. White pixels represent coordinates that have a higher SI than 1/3 of the maximum SI in the whole image (BIN LPI ). d Binary time to peak image after applying the 4 s-rule. White pixels represent coordinates (BIN TTP , e). Combined result of both binary images (result of AND-Operator). This image shows white pixels where the criteria of reduced perfusion apply (BIN PERF ). f Result of application the morphological closing-operation with a circle structure element (diameter of 7).
Coordinates in the binary image BIN LPI are set to 1 if the pixel is a candidate for perfusionreduced tissue; otherwise, they are set to 0. Similar to the BIN LPI image, a BIN TTP image is generated. The image sequence is acquired with an interframe time of 1,500 ms. Thus, the TTP value has to be a least three frames to cover 4 s. Hence, the BIN TTP image is 1 for each pixel if the TTP value is greater or equal to three frames, otherwise 0.
These two rules result in two binary images (examples in Fig. 5c and d) . Next, both binary images will be combined pixelwise with the logical AND (]) operator into one binary image BIN PERF :
This resulting binary image may contain isolated white pixels (example in Fig. 5e ). To remove these pixels and merge areas mostly filled with white pixels, a morphological closing operator with a circle structure element of radius 7 is applied (see example in Fig. 5f ).
Next, the image is divided into 32 uniform sectors (Fig. 6a) . The number of sectors has been proven experimentally and is a suitable trade-off between computing time and detection rate. Each sector contains n connected white objects that are segmented and labeled. Each object is then Fig 6. a The binary result image is divided into uniform sectors. This image shows a mask for such sectors. Each sector is tested for its eccentricity individually. b The result of the eccentricity tests. The image shows detected stripe artifacts. c Stripe artifacts (gray) displayed in the binary result image (white). d The stripe artifacts are removed by masking. The result of this is the perfusion defect. e Parametric image with superimposed stripe artifacts. f Perfusion defect superimposed in the parametric image. The homogeneous white areas represent perfusion defects. analyzed for its eccentricity ( i (Eq. 4). The eccentricity of the current sector can be computed by adding all eccentricities of the current sector to
Next, the mass of each sector M=m 0,0 is determined (Eq. 3). S represents a constant denoting the mass of a complete white sector. If the ratio M/S is greater than 1/3 and E/n90.9, this sector is considered to be a stripe artifact sector (Fig. 6b) . The thresholds have been proven as being optimal in ROC analysis. This computation is done for each sector of the image. Following this, the BIN PERF image is masked with the stripe artifacts image. After this step, only perfusion-reduced brain tissue will remain highlighted ( Fig. 6c and d) .
The workflow of the detection process is shown as an UML process in Figure 7 .
RESULTS
For the validation of the proposed method, a study on BHI image sequences of 26 different patients has been conducted. The ethics committee approved of this study. All participants in the study gave their informed consent. The automatically detected artifact regions were compared to artifact regions marked by a clinical expert.
All 26 data sets showed stripe artifacts, 12 showed a perfusion deficit, and 10 were healthy. In four problematic cases, statement could be made concerning the perfusion because of bad image quality (US probe movement, insufficient bone window).
In these problematic cases, the true artifact regions were already very large. In 18 data sets, the stripe artifacts were detected correctly and precisely separated from perfusion deficits, leaving eight false detection results. Out of these false detection results, two were false negatives (one healthy, one diseased) because not all existing stripe artifacts had been detected. Out of the remaining six false positives, four were classified to be problematic cases because the detected regions were all even larger than the true artifacts because of bad image quality. In each of the two remaining data sets, one sector was classified as stripe artifact where a perfusion deficit almost The binary image after combination of the rules is used to detect stripe artifacts. To do this, the image is divided in 32 uniform sectors. Each sector is tested individually for its eccentricity. The resulting mask is a combination of the eccentricity values of all sectors. After that, the resulting image can be taken for masking. The result is a binary mask with the perfusionreduced brain tissue only.
extended over the complete depth of the ultrasound images. However, these sectors represented only 9 and 14% of the total perfusion defect respectively, so that 91 and 86% of the perfusion deficit, respectively, could still be classified correctly.
A good example of effectively detecting stripe artifacts is shown in Figures 5 and 6 . Both stripe artifacts are detected correctly. The image in Figure 5e shows BIN PERF to which the morphological operator is applied to reduce isolated pixels and merge areas resulting in the image in Figure 5f . Figure 6a to c shows the moment-based stripe artifacts detection process. Figure 6d shows the perfusion defect and Figure 6f the reduced tissue. Detected stripe artifacts are removed so that the resulting region corresponds to the perfusion defect (see Fig. 2 , area C). Figure 8 demonstrates problems that can occur with very large artifacts in one of the false negatives. The gap on the right in subfigures d and e belongs to the artifact. Because there is heavy noise in the image and every sector is tested separately, the fragment is too small to be classified as a stripe artifact.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Our approach distinguishes stripe artifacts from perfusion defects, thus, allowing to eliminate stripe artifacts especially in transcranial ultrasonography. This method is a new step in gaining new information about perfusion-reduced brain tissue in image data acquired with HI. By detecting stripe artifacts correctly, it is possible to differentiate stripe artifacts from perfusion defects automatically. This results in an expert system that especially aids inexperienced physicians in interpreting US images displaying cerebral perfusion. It provides a diagnosis quality similar to the one of expensive CT/MRI-based methods, but it offers the same advantages such as ultrasound imaging. It is cheap, less time-consuming and easy to use.
Problems of this method that have not been solved yet result in false negatives and false positives. The former occurs in wide stripe artifacts with intermittent noise or other anomalies resulting in single sectors that have not been detected as artifact. Context sensitive environment information could be used to overcome this problem. The latter occurs with images of bad quality or perfusion deficits expanding over the whole depth.
The first case is not an algorithmical problem, as even experts can make no decision. The latter usually only affects small parts of perfusion deficits and, thus, does not influence the diagnosis.
The presented method allows identifying stripe artifacts and distinguishing them from perfusionreduced brain tissue. This makes the creation of an automatic system for detection of perfusion defects or stroke possible. To identify perfusion-reduced brain tissue, perfusion-reduced image regions are selected; stripe artifacts are detected and removed. The remaining image regions are perfusion-reduced brain areas without stripe artifacts.
